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CITY OF SOLDOTNA
ANNEXATION STUDY

FORMAL COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES

COMMUNITY PERSPECTIVES FINAL REPORT,
DECEMBER 2017

SOLDOTNA.CONSIDER.IT

The Athena Group, on behalf of the City of Soldotna, has brought
to close the city’s 2017 study of public perspectives on annexation.
The primary question we attempted to answer is: Can Soldotna
boundaries change and still respect what matters most to each of
us – city government and residents, property owners and business
owners within the city and in areas being studied for annexation?
This question is part of a broader goal to engage citizens (inside
and outside of city limits) to identify issues and concerns, offer
other general feedback on annexation based on requests over the
past two years, and for people to have an opportunity to make their
voices heard.

OPEN HOUSES

Success in this process is defined as:

Targeted outreach to businesses and
community members. July-Sept.

 Reach 30% of population.
Target not met – see discussion in Participants section.
 Community input aids in sound council decision-making,
meaning that input is based on facts about potential impacts
from annexation.
Informed input gathered following efforts to create space for
productive dialogue – see discussion in Interpretation Limits
section.
 Council decisions are responsive to community input.
To be determined.

OUTREACH AND ENGAGEMENT PROCESS
The City of Soldotna and its contractor The Athena Group, a
consulting consortium headquartered in Washington State, have
offered a variety of formal opportunities (see top section of sidebar)
for community members to get their questions answered about
Soldotna’s annexation study and to share their hopes, concerns
and ideas on the topic. Additionally, Meagan Picard, the lead
consultant on this community study, conducted key informant
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An online community feedback and
discussion forum. Sept. 1-Oct. 30.

Q&A with city staff. 11:00 am-2:00
pm, Sept. 28 & Oct. 2-3.
COMMUNITY CONVERSATIONS
Facilitated discussions on community
members’ major hopes and
concerns. 5:30-7:30 pm, Sept. 27-28
& Oct. 2-3.
CHAMBER PRESENTATION
Study overview and discussion.
Noon-1:00 pm, Sept. 27.
KEY INFORMANT INTERVIEWS

OUTREACH EFFORTS
TRADITIONAL MEDIA
EFFORTS
4OUTREACH
articles/OpEds
in Peninsula
Clarion, 2 stories on KSRM radio
TRADITIONAL MEDIA
SOCIAL MEDIA
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Facebook
withradio
paid
Clarion, 2?announcement
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ad
boost MEDIA
SOCIAL
Facebook announcement
with paid
COMMUNITY
NETWORKS
ad boost
Flyers
and email
distributed through
COMMUNITY
NETWORKS
local organizations’ networks:
Flyers distributed through local
Soldotna Chamber of Commerce,
organizations’ networks: Soldotna
Senior Citizen Center, Central
Chamber of Commerce, Senior
Peninsula Hospital, Kenai Peninsula
Citizen Center, Central Peninsula
College, Kenai Vet Center, Change
Hospital, Kenai Peninsula College,
for the Kenai, and Borough
Kenai Vet Center, Change for the
Residents Against Annexation
Kenai, and Borough Residents
Against Annexation
DIRECT
OUTREACH
DIRECT OUTREACH
Mail to property owners in the city
Mail study
to property
in the incity
and
areas owners
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and study
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andareas
telephone
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person and and
telephone
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identifiedtoas
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and
others
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key informants.
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interviews and 30-second intercept interviews and participated in phone calls and email discussions
with community members.
To generate as much participation as possible, the city and The Athena Group advertised these
opportunities widely. As shown in the bottom section of the sidebar on the previous page, these efforts
included traditional and social media outreach, community network outreach and direct outreach via
mail, phone and in-person visits. Participation incentives were offered, and technology support was
offered through the library and the Soldotna Chamber of Commerce.

PARTICIPANTS
The public engagement period ran September 1-October 30, 2017. At least 103 individuals participated
in one or more of the opportunities, according to open house/community conversation sign-in sheets,
Consider.It sign-ups and interview records. The largest group of participants by type includes people
who live, own property, or own/manage a business in the study areas (see Figure 11 below). These are
the people who would be most impacted by an expansion of city boundaries. Some people only
participated in one type of engagement activity, while others participated in multiple types on multiple
occasions. Most of the participation occurred in the online forum, followed by the community
conversations (see Figure 2 below).
FIGURE 1: SOLDOTNA ANNEXATION STUDY
PARTICIPANTS BY TYPE, 10/31/17

FIGURE 2: SOLDOTNA ANNEXATION STUDY
PARTICIPANTS BY ENGAGEMENT TYPE, 10/31/17

Because outreach efforts were extensive (discussed on previous page – see materials and news
coverage in Appendix A), it is possible that this low number of participants is due to some combination
of the following three issues.
1. Fatigue with or resistance to discussing the issue among those who are and have been
opposed to annexation – and belief that their input would be ignored. A major barrier to
having any productive conversations was unincorporated area community members’ anger that
1

Individuals that identified as both a resident/property owner and business owner are double-counted, so the total
exceeds the number of unique participants in the process.
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this conversation was happening at all. Many felt that they had definitively expressed their
opposition to annexation many times before this engagement began and didn’t want to discuss
it any further. Since they felt historically ignored on this issue, they saw this engagement
process as more evidence that their input didn’t matter, that the City of Soldotna would
eventually attempt to annex their property regardless of what they said.
2. Sense among city residents and businesses that annexation won’t impact them in any
significant way. During brief intercept interviews with people on the street and businesses in
the city, all expressed limited if any interest in the topic. When asked why, nearly all indicated
that they did not foresee any impact to them, regardless of whether annexation occurred. This
sentiment was repeated by some city residents that dropped by open houses located at the
library.
3. Reluctance by those who do not hold strong opinions on the topic to get involved in
controversy. Nearly everyone engaged on the issue of annexation expressed awareness of the
heated controversy around Soldotna annexation. When preparing to engage the public, the
consultant team reached out to local organizations to help get the word out about opportunities
to share their opinions on annexation. Most organizations were clear that they didn’t want to be
viewed as endorsing annexation, and one refused to help because of the controversy.
Additionally, there were a few reports about opposition signature-gatherers “bullying” people into
signing opposition petitions at their homes, and one community conversation participant took a
consultant aside to share personal experience with this. During community conversations, the
consultant team also witnessed behaviors that further lend credence to this point, as one avid
opponent actively attempted to take over portions of meetings to discount any expressed views
that weren’t completely opposed to annexation, including at times stepping in between
disagreeing participants and the discussion facilitator to block the person from speaking.
This combination of factors resulted in a smaller group of individuals participating in the process, with
most holding strong opinions on the topic.

INTERPRETATION LIMITS AND USE OF FINAL REPORT
As with any qualitative research, participant input cannot be generalized to the full population of interest
in this study: those living, owning property or running a business inside the City of Soldotna and in the
annexation study areas. The low number of participants (103 unique participants – 2% of city and study
area population) – far below the target of 30% of the population, as discussed in the previous section –
also limits the generalizability of the input.
While a large quantity of input was not possible in this process, the consultant team sought high quality
input that the Soldotna City Council could reliably use in its deliberations on annexation. Additional
hurdles that needed to be overcome to achieve the goal of gathering reliable input included the
following.
1. Belief that activist-gathered signatures were sufficient information for council decisions.
Discussions with community members stressed this point, especially when individuals
City of Soldotna Annexation Study
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dismissed questions posed to them, saying that they had already shown many signatures in
opposition. The consultant team shared the importance of having a neutral party gather this
information, especially given its controversial nature and the potential for community members
to form opinions based on misinformation.
2. Distrust and strongly held assumptions about the City’s motivations, City services, and
annexation impacts. As will be discussed in the Major Themes section of this report, distrust of
the city led to initial dismissal of any city-generated information regarding annexation, and
comments reflected a variety of assumptions and misconceptions about the city’s motivations
regarding annexation, study area selection and this engagement effort, city services, and
annexation impacts. During open houses and community conversations, consultant team
members and city staff worked to clarify some of these assumptions and misconceptions. A new
set of materials describing unique features of each study area was used in many of these
discussions to increase understanding of the city’s rationale for considering each one (see
Appendix B).
For those who didn’t attend in-person events, a dedicated page has been on the city’s website
for years, providing a comprehensive set of information about annexation and potential impacts.
New information added to the page
included an informational document
about the differences between living,
owning property and doing business in
the city versus in unincorporated areas
on the Kenai Peninsula (see Appendix
B) and a new question and answer
document generated from open house
participants. City staff and consultants
also directly engaged Consider.It online
forum participants when input appeared
to be grounded in something other than
fact and when they asked direct
questions about annexation (excerpt
SOLDOTNA.CONSIDER.IT CONVERSATION EXCERPT, 9/6/17
shown on right of page).
Additionally, consultant team members engaged in individual conversations before and after inperson events and in targeted outreach efforts to residents, property owners and businesses
who would be affected by annexation of one or more of the study areas. Many of these
conversations were intense and heartfelt, and in some cases, it was challenging to move from a
combative orientation to the conversation to one in which useful information could be shared
between the consultants and community members.
In most cases, these hurdles were overcome, and engagements generated productive dialogue in
which information could be clarified and consultants could gather thoughtful input from the community.
With the caveat that the views expressed are those of a subset of the full target population – mostly
City of Soldotna Annexation Study
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those who are passionate about the issue – the consultant team is confident that the major themes of
community input reported in the next section may be reliably considered by the Soldotna City Council in
its decision-making on whether or not to pursue annexation in some way.

COMMUNITY PERSPECTIVES – DISCUSSION OF MAJOR THEMES
Since October 6, the cut-off date for information
included in the interim report, no new
perspectives on annexation emerged.
Therefore, the themes identified in the interim
report remain true for this report, and this
section discusses these themes in more detail.
Each major theme1 is identified in bold, blue
statements, and theme codes are highlighted in
blue, italicized text within each major theme.
These theme codes are also reflected in the
word cloud to the right, showing relative
frequency at which each one was mentioned
(Figure 3).

FIGURE 3: ANNEXATION COMMENT CODES
(THEME FREQUENCY INDICATED BY WORD SIZE)

Overall message: Most participants are opposed to annexation.
Before the engagement process began, the consultant team heard from city and borough staff and
leadership and others that there was significant opposition to annexation in the community. This
understanding was verified early in the engagement efforts – at least among participants in this process
– and the team sought to understand the opposition more deeply as the process progressed in order to
determine if mitigation strategies would be possible and/or to offer the Soldotna City Council some
insights that might guide their next steps.
Why does opposition exist?

The “what” and the “why” are out of
balance.
-- Community conversation participant

1. “Why Annex?” Value for Community is not
Apparent. Most participants struggled to understand why
the city continues to consider annexation, and
explanations didn’t appear to resonate or make sense to many.

Furthermore, with concerns about increased sales taxes, more rules and increased costs associated
with building and other regulations, many study area participants don’t see “what’s in it for us” and/or
believe that there should be some kind of value exchange prior to or concurrent with annexation.
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•

Water and sewer services are cited most often as being potentially valuable, especially in
specific areas struggling with water quality or
facing well or septic saturation. However, not all
[We] keep hearing about the services
are interested in the city’s water and sewer
we’ll get, but it’s a moot point. We don’t
want the rules and regulations. We’re
services, as they do not want another layer of
happy how we are.
government services (see more on this in
-- Community conversation participant
Themes 5 and 6 below) or are satisfied with
and/or have invested significant funds into their
wells and/or septic systems. Additionally, few believe that they would receive these services
anyway, since they are not yet provided throughout the city.

•

Road maintenance is the next most frequently cited desired service, particularly snow plowing.
Some are satisfied with the service they receive from the Borough, and others see city streets
plowed faster than others, while others find that no one is really tending to road maintenance
and plowing the way they would like on certain streets. Road and other infrastructure
maintenance issues also arise around state maintained thoroughfares that run through
Soldotna, particularly regarding responsiveness to needs. For instance, one business just
outside city lines pointed to needed drainage work on the state highway where it is located, and
while similar work was occurring nearby, it didn’t extend far enough to help that business. This
is not in the city’s control, though if it were, it
would be of high value to this business and would
It seems like the city should provide the
make annexation more appealing.

services for their existing residents
before they annex new property.
-- Soldotna.Consider.It participant

2. Lack of Full Service within Existing Boundaries
Creates Doubt that Value Would be Found in Annexed
Areas. Some participants assert that the city should focus
on fully providing existing services within current
boundaries before considering any annexation. Water and sewer services are again the focus of this
issue, citing areas in the city where water and sewer infrastructure is not in place.
However, some – particularly city residents – have expressed concerns about water and sewer
services that have already been extended beyond city boundaries, and some believe it would be
appropriate to annex these areas or the specific properties hooked up to city water and/or sewer. See
further discussion on this in the Assessment of Mitigation Potential section.
3. Some Regulations Seen as Expensive and Unnecessary Burden. The cost of various
regulations, such as paved parking, landscaping and building permits, were identified as some of the
most challenging new responsibilities, especially for businesses. In addition to the high cost of
permitting and paving, they don’t see these regulations as necessary. For example, one business
1Themes

are topical words representing similar community comments or questions. Any comment may touch on multiple themes, and each
one is coded manually with one or more themes. Variations within these themes – and in connection to other themes – are discussed in
this report to maximize understanding of community input. This qualitative data analysis process is more art than science, so all codes
with their respective source data will be supplied with the final report.
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leader in the community owns businesses both within and outside city boundaries, and both locations
were chosen according to business needs: the businesses inside the city benefit from foot traffic and
appealing landscaping and storefronts, while the businesses outside the city have minimal, if any,
customer traffic, so landscaping, storefront and paved parking lot requirements would add cost to the
business but no benefits. See further discussion in the Assessment of Mitigation Potential section.
4. Annexation Seen as “Forced”. For many participants, the crux of their opposition is “forced”
annexation. They support annexation when requested by a majority of those affected, and they
particularly oppose the legislative review method of annexation. Some believe that annexation will be
forced on them no matter what (see trust and collaboration discussion in Theme 6 below).
As a solution to forced annexation, many are calling for a vote. They want the people affected to have a
voice, as many feel powerless to influence the decision in any other way. However, it is not clear that
state elections law will provide for a satisfying vote on this issue as it doesn’t allow the most affected
people to vote, such as non-resident property owners and business owners. An alternative voting
process is preferred if possible. One participant’s recommendation was to hold a “vote” prior to the
formal annexation petition process, such as sending a yes/no survey on this issue along with for and
against statements and a rebuttal statement to each, as
might be found in voter pamphlets on ballot issues.

Our state is known as the “last frontier”.

5. Conscious Choices Made to Live/Do Business
We lived with little accommodations.
People buy land outside of the city limits
Outside City. As discussed in Theme 3 above, many
because they don’t want to be in the
people who live, own property or have sited their
city...expect to do things on their
businesses outside city boundaries have made a
own...don’t see any benefit...
conscious choice to do so. In addition to the business
-- Open house participant
siting decisions already discussed, some residents and
businesses outside the city want freedom from another
layer of government and for self-determination. This is part of a core belief that government should only
do what people cannot do for themselves, and those that hold this belief are comfortable working out
disputes with neighbors, attending to animal issues, plowing their own streets and tending to their own
water and waste needs with personal wells and septic systems. They see this as a diversity issue and
want to see that diversity in the greater community respected.
Many of these choices are made with sincere concerns over personal lifestyle preferences and city
regulations that increase business costs but provide no business benefits. Other choices appear to be
more opportunistic, as in the case of businesses sited just outside city lines to maximize
competitiveness, capitalizing on the benefits of being close to the city’s business center while avoiding
the additional city sales tax. While this is a competitive advantage for these businesses, it creates a
competitive disadvantage for similar businesses inside city limits needed to provide city services.
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6. Distrust Drives Assumptions and Limits Solutions – Greater Collaboration is Desirable. Most
annexation discussions included assumptions that annexation would be forced, that the city is seeking
annexation as a money or land grab (that annexation is
about greed), and that any offers to mitigate concerns
This round of annexation exploration is
about increased costs, land use or rules-based changes
better than the last – take away is sense
in way of life would eventually be taken away via zoning
of community.
or other rules changes under new city leadership in the
-- Community conversation participant
future. This lack of trust is reportedly based on
experience with the City of Soldotna and other
governments in the area, distrust in government in general, and/or the fact that the city is currently
talking about annexation without exploring a broader array of solutions that might better address
diverse city and community needs, which is viewed as a sign of disrespect.
Some expressed interest in a broader, more collaborative planning process in the future. As
conversations with community members progressed, it became clear that a better relationship between
the city government and its neighbors could be possible. Regular participants saw the quality of
discussions in this engagement as a step in the right direction, especially compared to the 2005-08
effort. Some also expressed interest in the city going even further, taking a step back and intentionally
reaching both within and beyond its boundaries to discuss the area’s growth (which is occurring beyond
anyone’s control and is a key driver in the city’s pursuit of annexation), the greater community’s vision
for the area in the future, and strategies for realizing this vision within the context of growth and other
community issues, of which annexation may or may not be a preferred strategy in the end.
The City of Soldotna has led similar collaborative efforts with businesses and residents in the city, and it
has been open to others beyond its boundaries and has even intentionally created opportunities for
people outside the city to get involved. For instance, two non-residents (out of seven total members)
serve on the City Planning and Zoning Commission, the most direct way to involve people in the City’s
long-range visioning, planning and law-making. Also, planning outreach efforts have intentionally
reached beyond city borders, as in the last comprehensive plan update in which notices about
opportunities for input were included as newspaper inserts for subscribers with 99669 zip codes, an
area about five times the size of the city.
It is possible that people living and doing business outside the city didn’t notice these opportunities or
that they haven’t understood the relevance to them at the time. Regardless of the reason, there is a
disconnect here and an opportunity to work together better. Perhaps the city could improve its efforts to
demonstrate relevance or reach people in different
ways, and/or community groups that are passionate
“Commercial only is a benefit to city,
about individual issues such as annexation could help
residential inclusion seems to be an
additional cost for the city, therefore this
with organizing city neighbors to get involved in broader
initiative seems to only benefit the city,
planning efforts such as the updates to the
not the residents.”
comprehensive plan.

-- Soldotna.Consider.It participant
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While trust takes time to build, vocal annexation opponents have said that they could set aside their
doubts and assumptions to work more collaboratively with city staff and leadership if they could see
intentional efforts to include them in a vision and plan for Soldotna, even if preferred strategies
identified are not currently within the city’s direct control. See more discussion of this issue in the
Conclusions section of this report.

ASSESSMENT OF MITIGATION POTENTIAL
Is there any potential for expanding city boundaries in any of the study areas? Can community
concerns be mitigated in any way?
The fact that some community members oppose
annexation anywhere and in any way would lead
some to believe that there is no room for
expansion of city boundaries. However, as
conversations evolved, some community
members identified a few ways in which
annexation could be acceptable:
1. Properties already connected to water
& sewer. Participants generally agreed
that properties that are already accessing
water and/or sewer services are
reasonable to annex. These properties are mostly located in study area 1.
2. Zoning that reflects character and conditions of annexed areas. For businesses outside of
the commercial core of the city, consider rural or combination zoning, so existing city
requirements for parking lot paving, storefront and signage standards and landscaping
requirements to businesses are not applied. Consider agricultural zoning for any annexed
agricultural land to prevent development that might threaten the agricultural businesses and way
of life in these areas. To reiterate though, as discussed in Theme 6 above, these mitigation
strategies may not be satisfying to annexation opponents due to a belief that they will be taken
away in the future.
3. Consent of majority to be annexed. Participants said they would support annexation if a
majority of those affected ask to be annexed by direct outreach to the city or via a vote. It
appeared that there could be potential for a direct request from study area 6 residents, as some
residents there have requested water and sewer services in the past. However, no such
requests were made during this engagement process. Therefore, the greatest potential for such
consent may be through a vote.
4. Potential for study areas with no direct objection. Study area 2 is mostly public land and
contains a City of Soldotna water facility, and study area 9 is a small cut-out of unincorporated
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property bordered on three sides by the city with only two residents. There was not direct
objection to annexation of these areas beyond those who object to annexation anywhere.

CONCLUSIONS
Even though participation in the community engagement process on annexation was low, the vocal and
passionate opposition to annexation appears to be a powerful influence in the community at large. If the
city decides to pursue annexation in any form, distrust may grow further, even among people who have
been neutral on the topic thus far, and relations with affected community members and others outside
city boundaries may continue to be challenging. Options for limiting these negative impacts and/or
building trust include:
1. Annex only those areas/properties that garner most support, along with mitigation strategies to
reduce unnecessary negative impacts to residents, property owners and businesses and to
preserve agricultural land and rural/frontier way of life.
2. Create process prior to formal petition for annexation to allow all affected residents, property
owners and businesses to “vote”.
3. Retain annexation as a possible strategy for managing growth in the area but step back and
intentionally include businesses and residents in high growth and other neighboring areas in the
city’s next visioning and planning process, acknowledging that annexation may or may not be a
preferred strategy for addressing community needs and ensuring effective city operations.
Consider alternative planning approaches that emphasize relationship- and trust-building and
collaborative approaches to implementing the plan for long-term sustainability.
Each of these options – or some combination of them – could demonstrate to the community that the
city heard and is committed to being responsive to their concerns, building trust and enabling
development of effective and acceptable solutions to growth and other community challenges in the
future.
The above options must also be considered in light of the city’s need to address the long-term problems
associated with growth around its borders. The Soldotna City Council is responsible for making the
policy choices that direct the city’s future, and additional facts and options are likely to factor into the
council’s final decision on annexation at this time. Does action need to be taken now to alleviate the
challenges to city operations created by the growth surrounding its borders, or can city staff and
leadership take more time to work with city and neighboring community members to craft a mutually
satisfying plan to achieve a common vision for the greater Soldotna area through a set of strategies that
can be more broadly supported among city and neighboring community members? Undoubtedly, this
will be a difficult decision.
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APPENDIX A: OUTREACH MATERIALS AND NEWS ARTICLES
Outreach Materials
FLYER DISTRIBUTED BY MEDIA AND COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS

EMAIL/NEWSLETTER TEXT DISTRIBUTED BY COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS
Prepared by Meagan Picard, The Athena Group
The City of Soldotna is continuing to study whether or not annexing one or more areas outside current
city boundaries is a viable option for the greater community. Your participation is needed!
City of Soldotna Annexation Study
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Building from the fiscal study that was completed last year, the City has hired The Athena Group to
design and facilitate a process that will allow everyone to be heard and to hear each other. As shown in
the enclosed flyer, this process will include:
•

An online discussion forum dedicated to this issue for two months. Everyone is encouraged to
visit this site as much as possible to stay current on the progress of the conversation and share
thoughts on the increasingly specific questions that will be posed there.

•

Four “community conversations” meetings dedicated to community views on annexation and
what matters most to everyone involved. Current city residents, businesses and landowners as
well as folks in surrounding areas are encouraged to participate in these meetings.

•

Three “open houses” plus a kick-off presentation designed to ensure that everyone has reliable
information about how annexation would impact the areas being studied as well as current city
residents and borough residents beyond the study areas.

The Athena Group is working hard to ensure that these will be productive conversations in an open and
trustworthy environment. We understand:
•

This is a heated and emotional issue for some, and trust between people on opposite
sides of the issue is low. The Athena Group honors these feelings and perspectives and will
make room for all to be heard – and try to help everyone trust in the process at a minimum, and
hopefully, eventually, each other.

•

Different groups of people are working with different information. The Athena Group will
be posting a set of informational materials to the city website (www.Soldotna.org/annexation)
and will make them available in the community conversations and open houses. New materials
will be posted as the project progresses, so be sure to check back over time. Please contact
Meagan Picard at meaganp@athenaplace.com if you don’t yet see the information that you
need.

•

The City needs to have this conversation and to hear from everyone. Annexation remains
the most direct and practical solution to some key challenges the City is facing, but staff and
officials know there is significant concern about its impacts. They are asking the greater
community to have this conversation in more depth than in the past, so they can understand
what’s behind the opposition, determine if others they haven’t heard much from yet (like current
city residents) agree, identify ways annexation could work to reduce or eliminate negative
impacts from the community’s perspective and provide the City Council with thoughtful and
detailed community input to inform their decision on whether or not to proceed with some kind
of proposal to the State of Alaska’s Local Boundary Commission.

Please get involved! Make your voice heard, and maybe even have some fun and get some good
rewards for your time spent on this important community issue. The City and The Athena Group look
forward to hearing from you soon!
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DIRECT MAIL LETTER TO CITY AND STUDY AREA PROPERTY OWNERS

August 28, 2017

Dear community member,
The City of Soldotna is continuing to study whether or not annexing one or more areas outside current
city boundaries is a viable option for the greater community. It is important that you have the
opportunity to learn more about the issue and to participate in upcoming public forums because you are
a property owner in the City or one of the areas being considered. We hope you will participate – the
city needs to hear from you!
The City has hired The Athena Group to design and facilitate a process that will allow everyone to be
heard and to hear each other. This process will include:
•

An online discussion forum dedicated to this issue for two months. Everyone is encouraged to
visit this site as much as possible to stay current on the progress of the conversation and to
share your thoughts.

•

Three “open houses” plus a kick-off presentation designed to ensure that everyone has reliable
information about how annexation would impact the areas being studied as well as current city
residents and borough residents beyond the study areas. Members of the City Administration
will attend these open houses, to answer your questions directly.

•

Four “community conversations” meetings dedicated to community views on annexation and
what matters most to everyone involved. Current city residents, businesses and landowners as
well as folks in surrounding areas are encouraged to participate in these meetings.

Please see the attached flyer for dates, times, and locations of all the public engagement events, as
well as a map of the ‘study areas’ which are being considered for potential incorporation into the city.
We are working hard to ensure that these will be productive conversations in an open and trustworthy
environment. We understand:
•

This is a heated and emotional issue for some, and trust between people on opposite
sides of the issue may be low. The Athena Group honors these feelings and perspectives
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and will make room for all to be heard – and try to help everyone trust in the process at a
minimum, and hopefully, eventually, each other.
•

Different groups of people are working with different information. Please visit the city
website (www.Soldotna.org/annexation) for information on annexation-related topics that matter
to you – whether you are concerned about taxes or worry about strain on existing city services.
New materials will be posted as the project progresses, so be sure to check back over time.
Also, these informational materials will be available in the community conversations and open
houses. Please contact me at 720.707.6899 or meaganp@athenaplace.com if you need more
information.

•

The City needs to have this conversation and to hear from everyone. Annexation remains
the most direct and practical solution to some key challenges the City is facing, but staff and
officials know there is significant concern about its impacts. They are asking the greater
community to have this conversation in more depth than in the past, so they can understand
what’s behind the opposition, determine if others they haven’t heard much from yet (like current
city residents) agree, identify ways annexation could work to reduce or eliminate negative
impacts from the community’s perspective and provide the City Council with thoughtful and
detailed community input to inform their decision on whether or not to proceed with some kind
of proposal to the State of Alaska’s Local Boundary Commission.

Please get involved! The City and The Athena Group look forward to hearing from you soon!
Sincerely,

Meagan Picard, Principal
The Athena Group
www.athenaplace.com

Helping people think, learn, and achieve together
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FACEBOOK NOTIFICATIONS AND PAID ADVERTISEMENT
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In the News

34
Posted August 14, 2017 09:33 pm
By
KAT SORENSEN
Peninsula Clarion

Soldotna hires consultants to open annexation conversation
The city of Soldotna is continuing its research into the annexation of nearby areas currently outside of
city boundaries by creating a forum for public engagement.

The city hired The Athena Group, a consulting agency based in Olympia, Washington, to design and
facilitate a process that “will allow everyone to be heard and to hear each other,” according a release
from the city.
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In December, the Soldotna City Council approved an ordinance to appropriate $50,000 to spend on
gathering public input on the hotly contested issue, which, for years, has continued to appear on the
agenda and ignite debate.
“Our role in the project is really to design and facilitate a process for the community to have an open
and honest conversation about annexation,” Meagan Picard of The Athena Group said. “What it means
to them individually and what it means to the community at large.”

SEE ALSO
Engagement in annexation study low
Annexation discussion continues despite lack of trust

There will be three ways for the community to participate in the dialogue. Starting Sept. 1, and running
through Oct. 30, an online discussion forum will open to the public at https://soldotna.consider.it.
“We’re going to start with a series of questions about the various changes that would happen if these
areas were to be annexed,” Picard said. “We’ll be gauging what’s important and what really matters
most to community members regarding each of those potential changes.”
Starting on Sept. 27, The Athena Group will organize a series of in-person conversations and open
houes to address specific issues and concerns.
“If they are concerned about what will happen with law enforcement, they can talk to representatives
from the police department,” Picard said.
The kick-off presentation and full open house will take place Sept. 27 at 11 a.m. at the Soldotna
Regional Sports Complex. There will be two more open houses at the Joyce Carver Memorial Library
on Oct. 2 and 3 from 11 .m. to 2 p.m.
“Then we will be talking in the evening with community members about the things that we’ve been
hearing in the online forum that seems to be riding to the top in terms of caring about annexation,”
Picard said.
There will be four evening meetings held from 5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. The first meeting will be on Sept.
27 at the Soldotna Regional Sports Complex. The second will be held at the Gilman River Center on
Sept. 28. The third and fourth evening discussions will be held on Oct. 2 and 3 at the Joyce Carver
Memorial Library.
“We expect to be pulling from these, some kind of high level guidelines for decision making for the
council and, possibly, even specific proposals that community members come up with,” Picard said.
“We’ll take more detailed questions (from the open houses) and bring them into the last few weeks of
the online forum to really dig in and really understand the community best.”
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This is the second phase in Soldotna’s exploration of annexation. The city also completed a fiscal
impact study last June, which evaluated the potential costs of delivering municipal services to each of
the nine proposed geographic areas outside of the city identified as Funny River West, Skyview, KBeach South, K-Beach Central, K-Beach North, Knight Drive, Kenai Spur, Sterling Highway and Funny
River.
If, following the public engagement process, Soldotna decides to go through with annexation of one of
the nine proposed neighborhoods, a petition would be sent to the Local Boundary Commision. The
commission has the final say over the annexation of additional land and will hold its own public input
process.
Reach Kat Sorensen at kat.sorensen@peninsulaclarion.com.

Posted September 1, 2017 01:29 pm
By
BEN BOETTGER
Peninsula Clarion

Assembly candidates discuss Soldotna annexation
Two Kenai Peninsula Borough Assembly candidates — incumbent Brett Hibbert and challenger Dan
Castimore, both running to represent District 1, the Kalifornsky Beach area — gave their thoughts on
issues posed by members of Borough Residents Against Annexation, a group opposing the city of
Soldotna’s effort to expand its boundaries.
The Kalifornsky Beach area that either Hibbert or Castimore will represent includes three of the nine
areas that Soldotna is considering adding to its territory — those designated as study areas 4, 5,
and 6. According to a May 2016 Soldotna-commissioned economic studyof the annexation
areas, Study Area 4 — a business-dense strip along Kalifornsky Beach Road between Bonita Avenue
and Gas Well Road — would, if annexed, bring the city about $899,100 annually in sales and property
taxes, the most of the nine areas by a margin of about $340,000. Study Area 5 — stretching north and
west of the K-Beach commercial area — would bring the fourth most revenue, with $162,000 annually,
and Study Area 6 — the Knight Drive area — would be fifth, with $152,100 annually. However, the
lucrative central Kalifornsky area would also require the largest expenditures — $633,700 annually —
on public safety, street maintenance, and other city services, putting it third in the report’s revenueexpenditure ranking of possible annexation areas. Ranked by this ratio, the north K-Beach study area is
fourth and the Knight Drive area is eighth of the nine studied areas.
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Borough Residents Against Annexation formed about two years ago in oppose the annexation effort,
said president Brian Olson. The group invited Hibbert and Castimore to speak on Tuesday at the Cook
Inlet Aquaculture Association headquarters on Kalifornsky Beach Road.
Hibbert said he wasn’t sure what the assembly would be able to do about the issue. If the effort goes
forward, the Soldotna City Council will submit a petition for the annexation to Alaska’s Local Boundary
Commission, a state board that will approve or deny it.

SEE ALSO
Annexation discussion continues despite lack of trust
Letter: Soldotna annexation and our mayoral candidates

“I don’t know at the borough level what exactly the borough can do about this,” Hibbert said. “The
boundary commission is the one that can make the recommendations of what can be done. You’re
going to have to petition the city council. Hopefully bring it up as a vote of the residents of these areas.”
Hibbert’s business, the Alaska Cab taxi company, is among those in Study Area 4, the proposed
annexation area on central K-Beach Road. Hibbert said being annexed would lower his taxes between
$900 and $1,000 per year. According to Soldotna’s website, annexed areas would see a 0.9 mill
drop in their tax rates — the difference between the 1.40 mill borough road maintenance tax they’d no
longer have to pay, and the .5 mill city tax they would take on.
Hibbert expected that city services would also improve the quality of water at his business.
Castimore, the information technology manager for the city of Kenai, lives west of the proposed
annexation area near Poppy Lane. He said he has “no strong feelings” about the annexation issue, but
believes the K-Beach area should have greater local organization for advocating its own priorities, such
as road maintenance and spoke against the area’s annexation on those grounds. He said the
annexation plan focuses on commercial property for its greater potential for tax revenue, to the
exclusion of residential property, making “the future potential for any kind of services to be offered to
those of us who live on the other side of the road basically non-existent.”
“The area of K-Beach may want to incorporate down the road, it may want to do its own thing,”
Castimore said. “If you take all the commercial property from us, we’re stuck forever.”
Study Area 4, according to Soldotna’s economic report, has by far the most commercial property of
the proposed annexation areas, with 120.5 commercial acres — west Funny River is second with 38.4
commercial acres — making its non-vacant land about 50 percent commercial and 33 percent
residential.
Soldotna resident Daniel Lynch, who sad he is ineligible to vote in the District 1 race, moderated the
discussion. Lynch said the assembly could have influence over the annexation issue in the future, and
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that he believes “most people involved in this would expect their representative to bring forth a
resolution.”
“If the assembly was to introduce legislation or a resolution against annexation, that would carry a lot of
weight with the boundary commission if it gets to that step,” Lynch said.
He pointed out previous instances of the borough weighing in on local boundary matters. In March
2017, Borough Mayor Mike Navarre signed a brief to the local boundary commission opposing
Nikiski’s attempt to incorporate as a home-rule city, another question that would need approval
from the local boundary commission. Members of the borough assembly have also tried to influence the
issue, as Lynch suggest, by resolution. In early August, Nikiski’s assembly representative Wayne
Ogle sponsored a resolution supporting the Nikiski incorporation, which he moved to indefinitely
table after failing to get support from other assembly members.
Hibbert said he doesn’t “know if it’s in the borough’s powers to write a resolution against or for” local
boundary questions. He had voted to table Ogle’s resolution, he said, because the Local Boundary
Commission hadn’t yet decided on the matter.
“With this, maybe after the city’s figured out which of the nine (possible annexation areas) or how many
of the nine, that the city wants to annex, possibly then the borough can be involved in that,” Hibbert
said. “But I’m not sure what the powers of the borough are.”
Asked if he would support hypothetical action regarding annexation, Castimore said he wouldn’t “want
to commit to an ordinance I haven’t seen.”
District o1 assembly candidate Kate Veh was also at Tuesday’s discussion, although she’d announced
earlier in the day that she was dropping out for fear of splitting the vote with Castimore, whom she
said she agrees with on important issues. Veh left the discussion after reiterating her withdrawal during
her opening remarks.
Reach Ben Boettger at ben.boettger@peninsulaclarion.com.

Annexation Still on the Table for Soldotna
by Jennifer Williams , September 25, 2017
The City of Soldotna is gathering information from the public, as part of an effort to understand how the
community feels about the potential for annexation.
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The process is intended to let community members learn about how things would be different inside city
limits, and share their hopes and concerns if annexation was to happen.
The City’s comprehensive plan, was adopted in 2011 after significant public input, as a kind of road
map created to guide the city towards an annexation plan.
The Soldotna Chamber of Commerce luncheon, on Wednesday, September 27, will open community
conversations on annexation. The luncheon will take place at noon, at the Soldotna Sports Complex.
Public open houses and meetings are scheduled for September 27th, 28th, as well as October 2nd and
3rd. For more information on all the ways to participate visit the City of Soldotna’s website.

63
Posted September 26, 2017 09:46 am

Letter: Soldotna annexation and our mayoral candidates
Soldotna annexation and our mayoral candidates

With our local elections just a couple of weeks away, it is important that the voters know where the
candidates stand on this highly contentious and divided issue. I have had the opportunity to explore the
candidate’s involvement in annexation or lack thereof, and have asked the candidates for their
responses.
The only mayoral candidate who has clearly stated his position on annexation is Mr. Charlie Pierce. Mr.
Pierce has stated his opposition loud and clear and does not have any personal or financial gains to be
made from annexation. He clearly stated that if he is elected as mayor, he will support the borough
residents who stand against forcible annexation by the city.
Dale Bagley, on the other hand, has been a driving force pursuing Soldotna’s continued expansion and
has publically stated he is for annexation. He also was a member of a (non-public) task force formed by
the City of Soldotna 3 years ago to select annexation areas. These meetings were not disclosed to the
public until it leaked out at a workshop session on annexation. When he has been asked during the
debates about his position, Mr. Bagley states that only the borough road service will be impacted.
Never anything about the impact on businesses and families who will be directly affected. One may ask
if there are conflicts of interest at work here. Realtors, banks, developers, investors, and speculators
may all have an interest in seeing annexation go forward.
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SEE ALSO
Relocation of the Darien-Lindgren Cabin
Engagement in annexation study low

Linda Hutchings has stated that since it is a city issue, there is nothing that can be done at the borough
level if she is selected as mayor. Her husband, Dave, was also one of the 12-member secret task force
on selecting the annexation areas. Ms. Hutchings is wrong when she states there is nothing she can do
if elected mayor. Borough Assemblies have a very strong say when it comes down to annexation.
Resolutions can be written and voted on, along with other strategies.
With forced annexation close at hand, who do you want leading the borough? Do you want someone
that respects the personal and financial reasons why people choose to live or start their businesses
outside of the cities? Or do you want someone from Soldotna who is highly motivated to see
annexation plow through regardless of what the borough residents want?
Brian Olson
Borough Residents Against Annexation

Posted October 23, 2017 09:52 am
By
KAT SORENSEN
Peninsula Clarion

Engagement in annexation study low
Engagement is low according to the group tasked with collecting public input on the ongoing Soldotna
annexation debate.

The Athena Group released an interim report summarizing the public engagement process as of Oct. 6
which highlights a lack of participation in the formal community engagement activities held by the
group. The Olympia, Washington consulting agency was hired by the city of Soldotna to create a forum
for the public to discuss the highly contested issue. The forum is ongoing until Oct. 30.
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Can Soldotna boundaries change and still respect what matters most?
That’s the question that the Athena Group was tasked with answering over the course of two months.
The discussion kicked off with the launch of an online community feedback forum on Sept. 1, found
found on Soldotna.Consider.It. The consulting agency also held open houses, community
conversations and chamber presentations.

SEE ALSO
Annexation discussion continues despite lack of trust
Soldotna continues annexation discussion

Only 97 individuals have participated in one of more of the activities as of Oct. 6, and most of those
participants did so through the online forum.
The largest group of unique participants have been those who live, own property or own a business in
one of the nine study areas which include Funny River West, Skyview, K-Beach South, K-Beach
Central, K-Beach North, Knight Drive, Kenai Spur, Sterling Highway and Funny River East.
“These are the people who would be most impacted by an expansion of city boundaries,” the report
states.
Despite the low engagement, though, the agency has teased a key message from the participation so
far — most participants are opposed to annexation or would only support it under certain
circumstances.
Participants have been vocal about their concerns.
“Affected residents, property owners and business owners said they should get value for increased
responsibilities,” the report says. “… Participants said the city should focus on existing services —
particularly water and sewer — within current city boundaries before expanding.”
The report also found that their is a lot of distrust of the city’s motives and “greed.”
Participants did say they were willing to collaborate with the city on broader planning efforts, as long as
they weren’t focused on annexation.
The Athena Group is hoping to engage 30 percent of the population, but according to the report they
are unlikely to reach that target. They speculate that the low engagement is due to a combination of
factors including fatigue with or resistance to further discussing annexation, sense among city residents
and businesses that annexation won’t significantly impact them and reluctance to get involved in
controversy among those who do not hold strong opinions on the topic.
Reach Kat Sorensen at kat.sorensen@peninsulaclarion.com
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Annexation Discussion Continues Despite Limited Participation
by Jennifer Williams , October 24, 2017
It’s the new laws they’d face, and a lack of trust which seems to be troubling most residents in the
areas Soldotna may potentially one day annex.
The City of Soldotna hired the Athena Group, a consulting agency to create an open forum to discuss
the potential for annexation.
According to a report released by the group, only 97 individuals have participated in one or more of the
activities. Feedback from those who have participated is the threat of it “imposed on them” and cited a
lack of trust in the city’s motives.
Meagan Picard, the lead consultant on the community study: Overall feeling I am getting from the
community is even a reluctance to have a conversation about annexation, because of a history that
they have been through.”
The largest group of participants includes people who live, own property or own/manage a business in
the study areas. These are the people who would be most impacted by an expansion of city
boundaries.
Many of the residents outside of city limits live in rural settings, riding ATVs along dirt trails and keeping
livestock on their well and septic properties. They fear the city’s road rules, animal licensing regulations,
and water and sewer requirements.
The nine regions were listed for annexation: Funny River West (1), Funny River East (9), Skyview (2),
K-Beach South (3), K-Beach Central (4), K-Beach North (5), Knight Drive (6), Kenai Spur (7), and
Sterling Highway (8).
The forum is ongoing until October 30.
For more information on annexation in the City of Soldotna, click here.
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APPENDIX B: INFORMATIONAL MATERIALS
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APPENDIX C: EXTENDED2 INTERVIEW SUMMARIES
Interview 1: Business Manager in Study Area 3
This business manager pointed to the increase in sales tax they would need to apply to sales as the
biggest problem, saying it “makes us less competitive.” This business is hooked to the city sewer
system but happily uses own well.
Questioning the city’s motivation for annexation, this manager asked, “If you’re not looking for tax
dollars, what’s the point?” This manager also wanted to know more specifics about what that area was
selected for study and wanted clarification on how “gateway” is defined, saying, “People come for the
river.” That is the important gateway in this person’s mind.
This person also noted fearing that annexation may cost city, which may in turn raise taxes down the
road.
Finally, this person shared that study area 2 could be reasonable to annex, saying, “Nobody cares
about study area 2.”
Interview 2: Business Owner in Study Area 3 and in City
Key issues for businesses in this area is paving, landscaping and signage requirements. These make
sense for commercial core of city but not in this study area, according to this business owner. Building
permit costs are also an issue, citing borough cost of $800 for a permit versus $6,000 for a city permit.
This is a major issue if the business needs to expand or build – possible barrier to business
development.
During last annexation, this business owner canvassed every business in the area, found that they
didn’t want to be annexed and had them sign onto opposition letter. The City Council pursued
annexation anyway (until mayor’s veto), and that made a lot of people angry.
This owner wishes the city would reevaluate its plan, stepping back and asking: why is annexation
really needed? Thinks the city should be prepared to annex when asked but not actively pursue it on its
own. If asking the people what they think, this owner asserts that the city should “respect the answer
you get.” This statement was immediately followed by, “They never listen.”
“People don’t want to see the city keep expanding,” this owner said, claiming that the most attractive
buildings in city are city-owned, and people who are struggling don’t like it.
This owner does think that the properties along Funny River Road could reasonably be annexed since
they are mostly already hooked up to city utilities.

2

Additional brief intercept interviews were conducted as a check on consultant thinking about formal input due to low
formal participation counts. These interviews were not recorded, but they consistently reinforced input in formal
engagement opportunities.
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Interview 3: Business Managers in City/City Residents
First reached to discuss potential of holding informal intercept interviews at this business, the managers
agreed to participate in an interview on their perspectives. These managers said that they weren’t
concerned about annexation – either for the business or as residents. After exploring the range of
potential impacts, they said they didn’t care for themselves as they couldn’t see any meaningful positive
or negative impacts on them, but they were aware of and understood the people who did not want to be
annexed.
Interview 4: Business Owner in Study Area 7
This business owner is adamantly against annexation, viewing it as an effort to get more money and a
disrespectful disregard of the area’s diversity. This owner consciously chose to site the business in an
unincorporated location to avoid another layer of government and the additional regulations that would
be imposed. Concerns about the regulations include the cost of permitting and paving, signage and
landscaping requirements. This owner cannot see any value in becoming part of the city, saying that
they handle issues on the property themselves (no need for higher level of law enforcement services)
and that there is no need for city water or sewer. With increased costs imposed on the business and no
perceived value/benefits of annexation, it is seen as an act of greed by the city.
Interview 5: Study Area (Unknown) Residents (Married Couple)
This couple had a lot of questions about how annexation might impact them. While discussing those
issues, it became apparent that their underlying concern was about being able to live life free from
another layer of government. They want to be able to do what they want on their property. Specific
concerns were about building codes, but there were others as well, such as leash laws. When asked if
they would be ok with annexation if the city did not impose some of those regulations in their area, they
said no. They don’t trust the city to do what it says it will do, and they cited a few specific examples of
why they do not trust the city. Also, when asked if any of the higher service levels that the city offers
were of interest to them (such water and sewer and law enforcement), they indicated that these are not
things that they value. They are happy with their septic and well, and they don’t think that government
should be offering some of the services that the city does and doesn’t want to pay for them.
During the interview, they indicated that one of them would be attending an open house to learn more
about some of the potential impacts, including whether or not they would be required to switch to water
and sewer. Regardless of what they learn though, they are not certain that they can trust any of the
information - whether from city staff or elected officials - and they indicated that they would sell their
house if their area was annexed.
Interview 6: Business Owner in Study Area 8
This business owner could not understand why the city wants to expand into this area. The gateway
rationale was not compelling. The owner could only see negative impacts to sales due to additional city
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sales tax with no potential benefits like an increase in customers. This effort is experienced as a
“money grab” by the city at the expense of local businesses.
Interview 7: Property/Business Owner in Study Area 4
This property owner is working to build business on property and worries that it won’t be feasible with
additional city regulations and taxes. Annexation study feels like an attack. This person believes that
annexation would be a serious impediment to efforts to make a living.
Interview 8: Study Area, City and Other Residents (Group of Neighbors)
This group interview was a follow-up to annexation discussions in which they had already participated,
particularly regarding one participants prior comment that “this is war.” During this interview,
participants talked about the genuine fear and pain they experience around the potential that they will
lose their land, believing that the city would take their land for development of big box stores if annexed.
They heard Mark Dixson, city manager at the time, share his interest in preserving agricultural land like
theirs, but they weren’t certain they could believe it because they hadn’t heard any recognition before
that they, their agricultural properties, their way of life and what they contribute to the community are all
important.
Trust in the city is very low among this group of community members, even by the family member who
was present and lives in the city. They believe that the city will “come at us” again and again until the
city has seized their land. All of these neighbors said they would be able to set aside their trust issues –
giving the city a chance to prove itself – and work collaboratively with the city, borough and others if
they were given a meaningful way to participate in community planning from the very beginning. They
also believed more people would get involved in a discussion about the community’s future and how to
deal with growth and other issues if they had a meaningful way to participate from visioning through
strategy development and implementation, even if it meant a lot more time spent in community
discussions. They just don’t want to see annexation posed as a possible solution (especially to a
problem that is not well defined) without a more intentional effort to collaborate with the city’s neighbors
in development of an area-wide vision and plan that could be implemented by the city, the borough and
others in the greater community.
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